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Abstract
Visual vocabulary serves as a fundamental component
in many computer vision tasks, such as object recognition,
visual search, and scene modeling. While state-of-the-art
approaches build visual vocabulary based solely on visual
statistics of local image patches, the correlative image labels are left unexploited in generating visual words. In this
work, we present a semantic embedding framework to integrate semantic information from Flickr labels for supervised vocabulary construction. Our main contribution is a
Hidden Markov Random Field modeling to supervise feature space quantization, with specialized considerations to
label correlations: Local visual features are modeled as
an Observed Field, which follows visual metrics to partition feature space. Semantic labels are modeled as a Hidden Field, which imposes generative supervision to the Observed Field with WordNet-based correlation constraints as
Gibbs distribution. By simplifying the Markov property in
the Hidden Field, both unsupervised and supervised (label
independent) vocabularies can be derived from our framework. We validate our performances in two challenging
computer vision tasks with comparisons to state-of-the-arts:
(1) Large-scale image search on a Flickr 60,000 database;
(2) Object recognition on the PASCAL VOC database.

1. Introduction
With the popularity of local feature representation, in recent years there are widespreading applications of visual
vocabulary model for many computer vision tasks, such as
visual search, object categorization, scene modeling, and
video analysis. Most existing vocabulary models convert local feature descriptors into “visual words” by feature space
quantization, such as Vocabulary Tree [1], Approximate KMeans [2], Locality Sensitive Hashing [3], and Hamming
Embedding [4]. For a given image, this step converts its local image patches into a bag-of-words signature for content
description, which is robust against photometric variances
in scales, viewpoints, and occlusions.

Figure 1: The Proposed Semantic Embedding Framework
Serving as the foundational component in state-of-theart visual search and recognition systems, most existing visual vocabularies are built based solely on the visual statistics of local image patches [1][2][3][4][35]. While there
are recent works on supervised reﬁnement of visual words
[7][8][9], semantic labels, especially their labeling correlations, are still excluded from the vocabulary construction procedure so far. In contrast, in most visual search
and recognition scenarios, the quantized codewords are processed together in the subsequent steps (such as similarity
ranking or classiﬁer training), which emphasize more on
their semantic discriminability. In such case, the correlative
semantic labels serve as important cues to guide the quantizer to build more semantically discriminative codewords.
Consequently, it is a natural thought to embed correlative
labels for supervised vocabulary construction.
Towards semantic embedding into visual vocabulary
construction, there are two main challenges in our consideration: The ﬁrst challenge is how to obtain a precise correspondence set between local image patches and semantic
labels, which is hard to achieve via manual patch annotations in large-scale scenario. The second challenge is how
to model correlative semantic labels to supervise the building of visual vocabulary. In this paper, we address these
two challenges based on a generalized semantic embedding
framework as outlined in Figure 1.
To address the ﬁrst challenge, we resort to collaborative image tagging on the web. Given the recent prosperity

of image sharing websites such as Flickr, nowadays there
are millions of manually annotated photos available on the
Web. These data enable us to incorporate collaborative
human knowledge to supervise the visual vocabulary construction in large-scale, real-world scenario. We present a
Density-Diversity Estimation (DDE) scheme in Section 2
to build precise patch-label correspondences from opening
available, user-labeled Flickr photo collections.
To address the second challenge, given a set of local features with (partial) semantic labels, we introduce a Hidden
Markov Random Field to model the supervision from correlative semantic labels to local image patches in Section 3.
Our model consists of two layers (outlined in Figure 3): The
Observed Field layer contains local features extracted from
the entire image database, where visual metric takes eﬀect
to quantize the feature space into codeword subregions. The
Hidden Field layer models (partial) semantic labels with
WordNet-based correlation constraints. Semantics in the
Hidden Field follow the Markov property to produce Gibbs
distribution over local features in the Observed Field, which
gives generative supervision to jointly optimize the local
feature quantization procedure.
Our further contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We publish a ground truth set of patch-label correspondences for semantic embedding [32]. In particular, this
dataset contains over 18 million local features with over
450,000 user labels (over 3,600 unique keywords). It is
the ﬁrst large-scale patch labeling set in literature for supervised vocabulary learning.
2. Our model is generalized for many existing vocabulary construction methods: By simplifying the Markov
properties in the Hidden Field, our model can be degenerated into both supervised and unsupervised vocabulary constructions, e.g. k means and vocabulary tree [1].
3. By introducing WordNet-based label correlations in
Gibbs distribution, our semantic embedding approach can
handle thousands of diﬀerent labels with complicated correlations. This goes beyond previous approaches [7][8][9]
that can only handle hundreds of labels at most.
Our work is inspired by the work from semi-supervised
clustering [6], where both must-link and cannot-link constraints are provided to restrict the data clustering process
within a Markov Random Field framework. In terms of
functionality, the closest works to ours derive from the
learning-based codebook constructions [7][8][9]. Mairal
et al. [7] built a supervised vocabulary by learning discriminative and sparse coding models for object categorization. Lazebnik et al. [8] proposed to construct supervised
codebooks by minimizing mutual information lost to index fully labeled data. Moosmann et al. [9] proposed an
ERC-Forest to consider semantic labels as stopping tests in
building supervised indexing trees. Another group of related works [13][14][15] reﬁnes (merges or splits) the initial

codewords to build class(image)-speciﬁc vocabularies for
categorization. Although working well for limited-number
categories, these approaches cannot be scaled up to generalized scenarios with numerous and semantically correlative
categories. Similar works can also be referred to the Learning Vector Quantization [10][11][12] in data compression,
which adopted self-organizing maps [11] or regression lost
minimization [12] to build codebook that minimizes training data distortions after compression. To a certain degree,
similarities also exist between our work and topic decompositions (pLSA [16] or LDA [17]). There are also previous
works in learning visual parts [19][20] by clustering local
patches with spatial conﬁgurations. By exploiting semantics learning in visual representation stage, our work differs from works that adopt semantic learning to reﬁne the
subsequent recognition stages [21][22][23], e.g. classiﬁers
based on machine translation [21] or semantic hierarchy
[22]. The main issue for these approaches lies in ignoring
concept correlations in quantization, thus cannot actually
build supervised vocabulary with correlative labels. Furthermore, the current learning-based visual representations
[7][8][9][13][14][15][16][17] obtained labels from the entire image, hence included background clutters to degenerate learning eﬀectiveness, which we addressed in Section 2.
In our quantitative validations (Section 4), we evaluate
our performance on two challenging tasks: (1) The image
search task on a Flickr dataset containing 60,000 photos, in
which we compare our retrieval MAP with the Vocabulary
Tree model [1] and GNP [34]; (2) The object recognition
task in PASCAL VOC, in which we compare our recognition precision with two state-of-the-art supervised vocabulary building approaches [13][24].

2. Building Correspondences from Flickr
The input of our semantic embedding is a set of correspondences from local feature patches to semantic labels.
Each correspondence oﬀers a unique label and a set of local
features extracted from photos with this label. In the traditional approaches, such patch-label correspondences are
collected by either manual annotations or from the entire
training image. For the latter case, labeling noises are an
unaddressed problem in the large-scale scenario. To handle this problem, we present a Density Diversity Estimation
(DDE) approach to purify the patch-label correspondences
collected from Flickr photos with collaborative labels.

2.1. Collecting Correspondences from Flickr
We collected over 60,000 photos with labels from Flickr.
For each photo, Diﬀerence of Gaussian salient regions are
detected and described by SIFT [30]. Each correspondence
contains a label and a set of SIFT patches extracted from
Flickr photos with this label. We discard infrequent label in

Figure 2: Left: Original correspondence from local feature patches to Flickr labels. We show an example of keyword “Face”
and part of its corresponding patches from several images. Clearly, the initial correspondence contains serious noise from
mislabeling, backgrounds, and occlusions. Right: We show the identical label “Face” after DDE operation. DDE signiﬁcantly
puriﬁes the patch-label correspondence set by ﬁltering out patches coming from mislabeling, backgrounds, and occlusions.
WordNet that contains less than 10 photos in LabelMe [31].
The remaining correspondences are further puriﬁed (Section 2.2) to obtain a ground truth correspondence set [32]
for semantic embedding. This set includes over 18 million
local features with over 450,000 semantic labels, containing
over 3,600 unique words.

DiPuri f y = {d j | DDEd j > T } s.t. DDEd j = Dend j × Divd j

2.2. Purifying Correspondences based on DDE
For a semantic label si , Equation 1 denotes its initial correspondence set as < Di , si >, in which Di denotes the set of
local features {d1 , d2 , ..., dni } extracted from the Flickr photos with label si , and le ji denotes a correspondence from
label si to local patch d j :
< Di , si >=< {d1 , d2 , ..., dni }, si >
= {led1 si , led2 si , ..., ledni si }

(1)

1
exp(−||dl − d j ||L2 )
m j=1
m

(2)

where Dendl denotes the density for dl , which is estimated
from its m nearest local patch neighbors in the local feature
space of Di (for label si ).
Our second criterion is the Diversity of neighbors in
dl . It removes the dense regions that are caused by noisy
patches from only a few photos (such as meshed photos
with repetitive textures). We adopt a neighbor uncertainty
estimation based on the following entropy measurement:
Divdl = −

nm nm
ln( )
ni
ni

(4)

For a given label si , DDE selects the patches that frequently
and uniformly appears within photos annotated by si . After DDE puriﬁcation, we treat the puriﬁed correspondence
set as ground truth to build correspondence links le ji from
semantic label si to each of its local patch d j in Section 3.1.

3. Generative Semantic Embedding
3.1. Model Structure

Our ﬁrst puriﬁcation criterion comes from the distribution Density in local feature space. For a given dl , it reveals
its representability for si . We apply nearest neighbor estimation in Di to approximate the density of dl in Equation 2:
Dendl =

Therefore, in local feature space, denser regions produced
by a small fraction of the labeled photos will receive lower
scores in our subsequent ﬁltering in Equation 4.
Finally, we only retain the puriﬁed local image patches
that satisfy the following DDE criterion:

(3)

Divdl represents the entropy at dl ; nm is the number of photos that have patches within the m neighbors of dl ; and
ni is the total number of patches in photos with label si .

This section introduces our generative Hidden Markov
Random Field (HMRF) model that integrates semantic supervision to quantize the local feature space. Figure 3 outlines our model with graphical representation, which consists of two layers to carry out our semantic embedding:
(1) A Hidden Field contains a graph of correlative nodes
(S = {si }m
i=1 ). Each si denotes a unique semantic label,
which provides correspondence links (le) to a subset of local features in the Observed Field (Section 2 shows how
to generate such correspondence). Another type of link li j
between two given nodes si and s j denotes their semantic
correlation, which is measured by WordNet [25][27][26].
(2) An Observed Field contains local features (D =
{di }ni=1 ) extracted from the image database. Similarity between two nodes follows a visual metric. Once there is a
link le ji from di to s j , we constrain di by s j from the Hidden
Field with conditional probability P(di |s j ). Hence, feature
set D is regarded as (partial) generative from the Hidden
Field, and each di is conditionally independent given S :
P(D|S ) =


{P(di |s j ) | P(di |s j )  0}
i∈m

(5)

correlative nouns e.g. “rose” and “ﬂower”). In Equation 8,
We minus the sum of l xy to ﬁt the potential function L(C).
Intuitively, P(C) gives higher probabilities to quantizer that
follows semantic constraints better. We calculate P(C) by:
K

1
LNk (wk ))
exp (−
H
k=1

P(C) =
Figure 3: Semantic Embedding by Markov Random Field
We assign a unique cluster label ci to each di . Therefore,
K
D is quantized into a visual vocabulary W = {wk }k=1
(CorK
responding feature vectors V = {vk }k=1
). The quantizer assignment for D is denoted as C = {ci }ni=1 . ci = c j = wk denotes di and d j belong to an identical visual word wk . From
Figure 3, the vocabulary W and the semantics S are conditionally dependent given the Observed Field, which thereby
incorporates S to optimize the building of W.

We deﬁne a Markov Random Field on the Hidden Field,
which imposes Markov probability distribution to supervise
the quantizer assignments C of D in the Observed Field:
P(ci |C) = P(ci | {c j | le jx  0, leiy  0, x ∈ N  y })

(6)

Here, x and y are nodes in the Hidden Field that links to
points i and j in the Observed Field respectively (le jx and
leiy  0). N  y is the Hidden Field neighborhood of y. The
cluster label ci depends on its neighborhood cluster labels
({c j }. This “neighborhood” deﬁnition is within the Hidden
Field. i.e. each c j is the cluster assignment of d j that have
neighborhood labels (s x ) within N  y for sy of di .
Considering a particular conﬁguration of quantizer assignments C (which gives a “visual vocabulary” representation), its probability can be expressed as a Gibbs distribution [28] generated from the Hidden Field, depending on
the following Hammersley-Cliﬀord theorem [29]:
P(C) =

K

1
1
LNk (wk ))
exp (−L(C)) =
exp (−
H
H
k=1

k

(7)

H is a normalization constraint, and L(C) is the overall
potential function for the current quantizer assignment C,
which can be decomposed into the sum of potential functions LNk (wk ) for each visual word wk , which only considers inﬂuences from points in wk (volume Nk ).
Two data points di and d j in wk contribute to LNk (wk )
if and only if: (1) correspondence links le xi and ley j exist
from di and d j to semantic nodes s x and sy respectively;
and (2) semantic correlation l xy exists between s x and sy in
the Hidden Field. We resort to WordNet::Similarity [27] to
measure l xy , which is constrained to [0, 1] with l xx = 1. A
large l xy means a close semantic correlation (usually from

(8)

k

3.3. Iterative Quantization
We consider D = {di }ni=1 in the Observed Field as generative from a particular quantizer conﬁguration C = {ci }ni=1
through its conditional probability distribution P(D|C):
P(D|C) =

n


P(di |ci ) =

i=1

3.2. Generative Embedding

∀i

K  


1
−l xy | le xi  0 ∧ ley j  0 )
=
exp (−
H
k=1 i∈N j∈N

n


{P(di , vk ) | ci = wk }

(9)

i=1

Given ci , the probability density P(di , vk ) is measured by the
visual similarity between feature point di and its visual word
feature vk . To obtain the best C, we investigate the overall
posterior probability of a given C as P(C|D) = P(D|C)P(C),
in which we consider the probability of P(D) as a constraint.
Finding Maximum-A-Posterior of P(C|D) can be converted
into maximizing its posterior probability:
⎛ n
⎞
⎜⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎜
P(C|D) ∝ P(D|C)P(C) ∝ ⎜⎝ {P(di , vk ) | ci = wk }⎟⎟⎟⎠×
i=1

⎛
⎞
K  

⎜⎜⎜ 1
⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜ exp (
{l xy | le xi  0 ∧ ley j  0})⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎝H

(10)

k=1 i∈Nk j∈Nk

Therefore, there are two criteria to optimize the quantization conﬁguration C (and hence the vocabulary conﬁguration W): (1) The visual constraint P(D|C) imposed by each
point di to its corresponding word feature vk , which is regarded as the quantization distortions of all visual words:
n

{P(di , vk ) | ci = wk }
i=1

n

∝ exp (− {Dis(di , vk ) | ci = wk })

(11)

i=1

(2) The semantic constraints P(C) imposed from the Hidden
Field, which are measured as:
K  

1
{l xy | le xi  0 ∧ ley j  0})
exp (
H
k=1 i∈N j∈N
k

(12)

k

Due to the constraints in P(C), MAP cannot be solved as a
maximum likelihood. Furthermore, since the quantizer assignment C and the centroid feature vectors V could not

be obtained simultaneously, we cannot directly optimize
the quantization in Equation 10. We address this by a KMeans clustering, which works in an Estimation Maximization manner to estimate the probability cluster membership:
The E Step updates the quantizer assignment C using the MAP estimation at the current iteration. Different from the traditional K-Means clustering, we integrate the correlations between data points by imposing
K
1
j∈Nk {l xy | le xi  0 ∧ ley j  0}) to selectH exp ( k=1 i∈Nk
ing conﬁguration C. The quantizer assignment for each di
is performed in a random order, which assigns wk to di that
minimizes the contribution of di to the objective function.
Therefore, Ob j(C|D)  ni=1 Ob j(ci |di ). Without losing
generality, we give a log estimation from Equation 10 to
deﬁne the Ob j(ci |di ) for each di as follows:
Ob j(ci |di ) = arg mink (−Dis(di , vk )+
1 
{l xy | le xi  0 ∧ ley j  0})
H  j∈N

Algorithm 1: Building Supervised Visual Vocabulary
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

(13)

Input: Visual data D = {di }ni=1 , Semantic supervision
S = {s j }mj=1 , Correspondence set {LE1 , ..., LEm }, and
Semantic correlation li j for any two si and s j calculated by
WordNet::Similarity[27], Maximum iteration NI .
Pre-computing: Calculate the nearest neighbors in the
Hidden Field using an o(m2 ) sequential scanning heap.
K
.
Initialize a random set of clustering centers W = {wk }k=1
K
Iterative EM Steps:while {V = {vk }k=1
still changse or the
number of iteration is within NI } do
E Step: For each di in D, assign ci = wk that satisfying
the objective function in Equation 13, in which nearest
neighbors in the Hidden Field are obtained from
pre-computing (Step 2).
M Step: For each wk in W, update its corresponding
feature vector vk based on Equation 14.
end
K
Output: Supervised vocabulary C = {ck }k=1
with its inverted
indexing structure (Indexed after EM).

k

The M Step re-estimates the K cluster centroid vectors
K
from visual data assigned to them in the current E
{vk }k=1
Step, which minimizes Ob j(ci |di ) in Equation 13 (equivalent to maximize the expects of “visual words”). We update
the kth centroid vector vk based on the visual data within wk :
vk =

di ∈Wk di
||Wk ||

s.t. Wk = {di |ci = wk }

(14)

3.4. Model Generalization
Ignoring links between nodes in the Hidden Field would
lead to supervised quantization with isolated and independent supervision, which is the similar settlements of [7]
[8][9][10][11][12]. Based on this independency settlement,
our model only needs to modify P(C) from Equation 7 to:
P(C) =


1
LNi (wi ))
exp (−
H
N ∈N
i

K  


1
=
exp (−
H
k=1 i∈N

k

(15)

{−l xy  | le xi  0 ∧ ley j  0})

j∈Nk

Uncorrelated supervision are hence ensured (l xy  = 0 if
x  y). And Equation 13 is then rewritten into:
Ob j(ci |di ) = arg mink (−Dis(di , vk )
1 
{l xy  | le xi  0 ∧ ley j  0})
+ 
H j∈N

(16)

3.5. Vocabulary Building Flow
Finally, we present our implementation details in building both single-level and hierarchical visual vocabularies
based on our semantic embedding model as follows:
Single-Level Vocabulary: Algorithm 1 presents the
building ﬂow of single-level vocabulary. Our time cost is
almost identical to the traditional K-Means clustering. The
only additional cost is the nearest neighbor calculation in
the Hidden Field for P(C), which can be performed using
an o(m2 ) sequential scanning for m semantic labels (each
with a heap ranking) and stored beforehand.
Hierarchical Vocabulary: Many large-scale retrieval
applications usually involve tens of thousands of images.
To ensure online search eﬃciency, hierarchical quantization
is usually adopted, e.g. Vocabulary Tree (VT) [1], Approximate K-Means (AKM) [2], and their variations. We also
deploy our semantic embedding to a hierarchical version,
in which the Vocabulary Tree model [1] is adopted to build
a visual vocabulary based on hierarchical K-Means clustering. Comparing with single-level quantization, the Vocabulary Tree (VT) model pays extreme focus to the search
eﬃciency: To produce a bag-of-words vector for an image using a w-branch m-word VT model, the time cost is
O(w log(w(m))), whereas using a single-level word division,
the time cost is O(m). During hierarchical clustering, our
semantic embedding is identical within each subcluster.

k

Since only identical words (i = j) will produce l xy = 1,
semantic correlations are ignored in Equations 15 and 16.
If we further set l xy  in Equation 15 as 0, supervision from
Hidden Field will be totally removed, which then simpliﬁes
our model into an unsupervised clustering.

4. Experimental Comparisons
We give two groups of quantitative comparisons in our
experiments. The ﬁrst group shows the advantages of our
Generative Semantic Embedding (GSE) to the unsupervised
vocabulary construction schemes, including comparisons to

(1) traditional Vocabulary Tree (VT) [1] and GNP [34], and
(2) GSE without semantic correlations (ignoring semantic
links in the Hidden Field graph to infer P(C)). The second group compares our GSE model with two related works
in building supervised vocabulary for object recognition
tasks: (1) Class-speciﬁc adaptive vocabulary [13], and (2)
Learning-based visual word merging [24]. During comparison, we also investigate how the Vocabulary Sparsity, Embedding Strength, and Label Noise (for which these meaning would be explained later) aﬀect our performance.

4.1. Databases, Implementations, and Evaluations
Evaluation Databases: Two databases are adopted in
evaluation: (1) The Flickr database contains over 60,000
collaboratively labeled photos, which gives a real-world
evaluation for our ﬁrst group OF experiments. It includes
over 18 million local features with over 450,000 user labels
(over 3,600 unique keywords). For Flickr, we randomly select 2,000 photos to form a query set, and use the remaining
58,000 to build our search model. (2) The PASCAL VOC
05 database [33] evaluates our second group of experiments.
We adopt VOC 05 instead of 08 since the former directly
gives quantitative comparisons to [24], which is most related to our work. We split PASCAL into two equal-sized
sets for training and testing, which is identical to the settlement in [24]. The PASCAL training set provides bounding
boxes for image regions with annotations, which naturally
gives us the puriﬁed patch-label correspondences.
Model Implementations: In the Flickr database, we
build a 10-branch, 4-level Vocabulary Tree for semantic embedding, based on the SIFT features extracted from the entire database. If a node has fewer than 2,000 features, we
stop its K-Means division, whether it has achieved the deepest level or not. A document list (approximately 10,000
words) is built for each word to record which photo contains this word, thus forms an inverted index ﬁle. In the
online part, each SIFT feature extracted from the query image is sent to its nearest visual word, in which the indexed
images are picked out to rank the similarity scores to the
query. As a baseline approach, we build a 10-branch, 4level unsupervised Vocabulary Tree for the Flickr database.
The same implementations are carried out for the PASCAL
database, in which we reduce the number of hierarchical
layers to 3 to produce a visual vocabulary with visual word
volume ≈ 1, 000.
Evaluation Criterion: We use Mean Average Precision
(MAP) to evaluate our performances on Flickr. MAP investigates whether a retrieval system can return more relevant
documents earlier. It also reveals search precision with recall (by dividing “#relevant image o f Query q”) and is sensitive to the ranking positions. (rq is the rank, N is the number of retrieved images for q, and relq is a binary function
on the relevance of a given rank, Pq is precision at a given

Figure 4: Case study of ratios between inter-class distance
and intra-class distance with and without semantic embedding in the Flickr dataset.

Figure 5: MAP@1 Comparisons between our GSE model
and Vocabulary Tree [1] and GNP [34] in Flickr database.
cut-oﬀ rank. Q is the total query number):
MAP@N =

N
Q
1 
rq =1 (Pq (rq × relq (rq )))
Q q=1 #relevant image o f Query q

(17)

4.2. Quantitative Results
Insight Semantic Embedding: Similar to [13], it is informative to look at how our semantic embedding aﬀects
the averaged ratios between inter-class and intra-class distances. The inter-class distance is the distance between two
averaged BoW vectors: one from photos with the measured
semantic label, and one from random-select photos without
this label; the intra-class distance is the distance also between two BoW vectors from photos with an identical label.
Our embedding ensures that nearby patches with identical
or correlative labels would be more likely to quantize into
an identical visual word. In Figure 4, this distance ratio
would signiﬁcantly increase after semantic embedding.
Supervised vs. Unsupervised: Figure 5 shows our
semantic embedding performances in the Flickr database,
with comparisons to both Vocabulary Tree (VT) [1] and
Greedy N-Path (GNP) [34]. With identical vocabulary volumes, our GSE model produces a more eﬀective vocabulary

Figure 6: MAP with diﬀerent embedding cases; vocabulary size ≈ 10K (y: MAP, x: top returns).
than VT [1]. Our search eﬃciency is identical to VT and
much faster than GNP. In vocabulary building phase, the
only additional cost comes from calculating P(C). Furthermore, we also observe that a sparse vocabulary (with fewer
features per visual word in average) gives generally better performances by embedding identical amount of patchlabel correspondences.
Embedding Strength and Noise: We explore semantic
embedding with diﬀerent correspondence sets constructed
by (1) diﬀerent Label Noise T (DDE puriﬁcation strength)
in Section 2 (original strength t is obtained by cross validation) and (2) diﬀerent Embedding Strength S (S = 1.0
means we embed the entire puriﬁed correspondence set to
supervise codebook, 0.5 means we embed half). There are
four groups of experiments in Figure 6 to validate our embedding eﬀectiveness: (a) GSE (Without Hidden Field correlations Cr.) + Varied T , S : It shows that un-correlative
semantic embedding does not signiﬁcantly enhance MAP
by increasing S (Embedding Strength), and degenerates
dramatically with large T (Label Noise). It is mainly because the semantic embedding improvement is counteracted
by miscellaneous semantic correlations. (b) GSE (Without
Hidden Field correlations Cr.) + Varied T , S + GNP: Employing GNP could improve MAP performance to a certain degree. However, the computational cost would be increased. (c) GSE (With Cr.) + Varied T , S : Embedding
with correlation modeling is a much better choice. Furthermore, the MAP degeneration caused by large T could be
well reﬁned by increasing S in the large-scale scenario. (d)
GSE (With Cr.) + Varied T , S + GNP: We integrate the
GNP in addition to GSE to achieve the best MAP performance among methods (a)-(d). However, its online search
is time-consuming due to GNP [34].
Comparison to Supervised Vocabulary Learning: We
compare our supervised vocabulary with two learningbased vocabularies in [13][24]. First, we show comparisons
between our GSE model and the Adaptive Vocabulary [13]
in the Flickr database. We employed the nearest neighbor
classiﬁer in [24] for both approaches, which reported the
best performances among alternative approaches in [24].
For [13], the nearest neighbor classiﬁcation is adopted to

each class-speciﬁc vocabulary. It votes for the nearest BoW
vector, assigning its label as classiﬁcation result. Not surprisingly, within limited (tens of) classes, the Adaptive Vocabulary [13] outperforms our approach. However, putting
more labels into vocabulary construction will increase our
search MAP. As shown in Figure 7, our method can ﬁnally
outperform Adaptive Vocabulary [13] when the number of
embedding labels is larger than 171. In addition, adding
new classes into the retrieval task would linearly increase
the time complexity of [13]. In contrast, our search time
is constant without regard to embedding labels. Second,
we also compare our approach to [24] within the PASCAL
VOC. We built the correspondence set based on the SIFT
features extracted from the bounding boxes with annotation
labels [33], from which we conducted the semantic embedding with S = 1.0. In classiﬁer learning, each annotation is
viewed as a class with a set of BoW vectors extracted from
the bounding box with this annotation. Identical to [24],
the classiﬁcation of the test bounding box (we know its label beforehand as ground truth) is a nearest neighbor search
process. Table 1 shows that, in almost all categories, our
method gives better precision than [24] within identical 10
PASCAL categories.

5. Conclusions
This paper presents a semantic embedding framework,
which aims for supervised, patch-based visual representation from collaborative Flickr photos and labels. Our framework introduces a Hidden Markov Random Field to generatively model the relationships between correlative Flickr labels and local image patches to build supervised vocabulary.
By simplifying the Markov properties in the Hidden Field,
we show that both unsupervised [1] and supervised quantizations (without considering semantic correlations) can be
derived from our model. In addition, we have published a
patch-label correspondence set [32] (containing over 3,600
unique labels with over 18 million patches) to facilitate subsequent researches in this topic.
One interesting issue remains open: For large-scale applications, the generality of supervised vocabulary needs

Figure 7: Classiﬁcation precision comparison with Adaptive Vocabulary [24] in Flickr.
further exploration. Transfer learning is a feasible solution
to adapt a supervised vocabulary among diﬀerent scenarios, e.g. from scene recognition to object detection, which
would be further considered in our future works.
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